CLASSIFICATION OF EXPLOSIVES
SECOND REVISION

Based upon a request by W.T. Bell International, Inc., 8811 Emmott #1900, Houston, TX 77040, United States the following items are classed in accordance with Section 173.56, Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR). A copy of your application, all supporting documentation and a copy of this approval must be retained and made available to DOT upon request.

U.N. PROPER SHIPPING NAME AND NUMBER:
Charges, shaped, without detonator, UN0440

U.N. CLASSIFICATION CODE: 1.4D

REFERENCE NUMBER
EX2000090136

PRODUCT DESIGNATION/PART NUMBER
TCPac3 – P/N 1680T001, P/N 1720T001, P/N 2063T001, P/N 2125T001, P/N 2166T001, P/N 2250T001, P/N 2500T001, P/N 2750T001, P/N 1830T001, P/N 1580T001, P/N 1680T001GW, P/N 1680T001HNS, P/N 1813T001, P/N 1813T001GW, P/N 2125T001GW, P/N 2250T001GW

NOTES: This classification is only valid when the shaped charges are packaged as follows: Inner Packaging – Boxes, static-resistant plastic, each containing one device. Intermediate Packaging – Boxes, fiberboard with double wall corrugated liners on all sides, each containing one inner packaging. Outer Packaging – Specification 4G fiberboard box, each containing not more than six (6) intermediate packagings with cardboard pads above and below the two high by three horizontal stack.

DATED: 12/23/2010

For Dr. Magdy El-Sibaie
Associate Administrator for Hazardous Materials Safety

Tracking No: 2010113119